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A monopoly (from Greek Î¼ÏŒÎ½Î¿Ï‚ mÃ³nos ["alone" or "single"] and Ï€Ï‰Î»Îµá¿–Î½ pÅ•leÃ®n ["to sell"])
exists when a specific person or enterprise is the only supplier of a particular commodity. This contrasts with
a monopsony which relates to a single entity's control of a market to purchase a good or service, and with
oligopoly which consists of a few sellers dominating a market.
Monopoly - Wikipedia
Charles Thomas Munger (born January 1, 1924) is an American investor, businessman and philanthropist.
He is vice chairman of Berkshire Hathaway, the conglomerate controlled by Warren Buffett; Buffett has
described Munger as his partner.Munger served as chairman of Wesco Financial Corporation from 1984
through 2011. He is also chairman of the Daily Journal Corporation, based in Los Angeles ...
Charlie Munger - Wikipedia
1.. IntroductionOver the last decade numerous accounting papers investigate the empirical relation between
stock market values (or changes in values) and particular accounting numbers for the purpose of assessing
or providing a basis of assessing those numbersâ€™ use or proposed use in an accounting standard.
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